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Introduction
As part of our Honors Project, we have been given the task to work with the
podcast company, Upside. Upside was founded by two dedicated entrepreneurs, Jay
and Eric, that were looking to saturate the country with localized emerging markets
content. After many trials and errors, Upside.fm has expanded their podcast network
regionally and looks to gain national momentum. Our team is tasked with the
expectation to gain an understanding of the podcast industry and the model it takes to
build a successful localized media company. After conducting research on the overall
business model, we will then take that research and apply it in our city-by-city analysis
that will be conducted throughout the country. Lastly, our team will look to make
recommendations on complementary business types to build or buy on the product
roadmap.
Project Scope & Statement
The project that Upside has tasked us with is broken up into three separate
sub-projects that all come together for one complete project. These sub-projects are:
- Feasibility study of localized emerging business podcasts and the underlying
business model
- City-by-city Analysis & Recommendations based on current media competition &
new business fundamentals
- Recommendations on complementary businesses types to build or buy on the
product roadmap
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We will use our secondary research in each of these subprojects to further our
understanding of Upside’s business model and how best we can aid Upside in their
endeavors moving forward.
Background of Firm
Eric and Jay wanted to become venture capitalists but realized they didn’t have
the money to do so. After being inspired by the book, “Angel” by Jason Calacanis, Eric
and Jay went on to build a podcast around angel investing, called Upside. They are
both graduates from The University of Ohio State. Similar to many companies and
startups, Jay and Eric went through many changes in their overall goals as well as their
approach to podcasting. They originally wanted to be venture capitalists and therefore
made a podcast around the angle investing framework. Their intent at the beginning
was to learn to think like venture capitalists, while building a “track record”. In order for
this goal to be successful, Upside.fm put a lot of investing effort into their media instead
of money, this left them with little money for the podcast.
As time went on they realized that they no longer wanted to be venture
capitalists. After research they found that Upside.fm lacked content and inter-city
connections around startups located outside of Silicon Valley. They started to lean
towards experimenting in magazines and videos. During this time they had the objective
of becoming a centralized new age media company. Focusing on connecting founders
with entrepreneurs across communities became their new goal. As they started making
more money, Jay and Eric began experimenting more, which led them to find a massive
opportunity in regard to emerging business content in roughly 50-75 U.S. cities.
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Jay and Eric work with podcasts because of how economically sound they are to
produce. They are also able to have repeatable launches with their recordings while
keeping an inherent social clout. Due to the tough economics to have a full-time podcast
there are less dedicated competitors for Upside.fm. With their new goal in mind they
would be able to launch a nationwide network of geographically concentrated emerging
business focused podcasts to connect communities and nationally distribute local
content.
Industry Analysis
The Podcast industry is relatively new and is hard to find accurate data on the
market as a whole. Roughly, 95% of podcasts do not ever reach 1,000 plays. Upside is
in the upper percentile and averages over 1,000 listeners per podcast. There are many
podcasts available due to how easy it is to start them, but that does not mean that they
are going to be successful. Several different streaming services exist for podcasts as
well, such as Apple/iTunes, Spotify, Google Podcast and Stitcher. These services allow
podcasters to effortlessly talk about what they desire while streaming to the public. The
last official count of podcasts confirmed over 750,000 podcasts on Apple Podcasts, with
over a billion downloads from Apple alone. In 2019 there were 2 million podcasts index
by Google(Podcast Statistics & Figures). From these statistics, it is safe to assume that
it is easy to start a podcast and stream it to the public but that does not guarantee
success. Around 61.3% of podcasters list marketing and building an audience among
their top challenges.
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The podcast audio growth rate has been increasing every year. The number of
podcasts listeners has increased by 10% each week. Everyday the number of listeners
has increased by 3.6 million. The total number of podcasts engagements is not only
growing among heavy users but also along the occasional users and even the grazer. A
heavy user of a podcast is someone who listens to five or more podcasts per week, and
a grazer is someone who has very light podcasts sampling and at most listens to one to
three per month(Dyke). Every year more light users are converting to heavy users. In
2016-2017, 40% of light users became heavy users, with another 48% increasing their
weekly podcast consumption to 2-3 times per week. Overall the total podcast audience
rate is growing at a compound average growth rate of 20%(Nielsen). Due to the
availability of streaming podcasts, all ages have been able to access them, which has
increased the average number of listeners. Americans older than 12 are familiar with
the term podcasting, which has increased the average listening rate between the age
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12-24. More than half (53%) of monthly Spotify users aged 12-24 report being monthly
podcast listeners, which is a 32% increase from last year. Many listeners tune into
podcasts while doing different activities, such as commuting, homework, or working out.
The most popular time to listen to podcasts is while commuting ,78.5%, followed by
65.4% while doing housework(Podcast Statistics & Figures). The ease of access has
helped many podcasters thrive, and allows for podcasting to be their full source of
income.
When looking at the intensity of the industry rivalry, along with Upsides potential
threats of substitutes and new entrants, there are many due to how trouble-free it is to
create a podcast. There are a lot of people who have tried or are trying something
similar to Upsides. Most of the podcasts that are similar have started with local
publications or newsletters. A successful example that is currently active is the
American City Business Journal. They are the largest publisher of metropolitan
business newsweeklies in the United States, with 44 business publications across the
country reaching more than 3.6 million readers each week. ACBJ is a multi-platform
media company that provides in-depth coverage of local business communities. They
offer business leaders many avenues to being competitive in their local communities.
Another main competitor of Upside is 6 AM City, they are a hyper-local media company,
focused on activating communities through daily email newsletters that aggregate the
most positive, impactful local news and events. Both of these companies are very
similar to Upside as all of the companies have a goal of connecting to communities and
nationally distributing local content. Below is the audience for 6AM City(Home).
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As described, the potential for substitutes and entrants is very high. There are
also many local competitors in areas, especially when Upside partners with a new city.
In order to compete with the similar media platforms Upside must stay relevant and
continuously improve on their goals. They need to highlight their differences as well as
keep their target audience satisfied. There are several ways that Upside can
continuously keep their revenue high as well as stay successful, which we will discuss
later.
In the podcasts industry we want to find the best complimentary service providers
as well as potential bargaining powers available with suppliers and buyers. Finding
these complimentary service providers will help Upside grow. The best form of a
partnership for Upside to work with is a long term partnership. They work with long term
sponsorships for their podcasts due to the guaranteed capital, rather than being at the
risk of their price going down due to price per listener. When they work with these
partnerships, they are able to have advertisements included in their modules. As long
as they work in these partnerships they will be able to keep earning revenue as well as
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create a good foundation for their podcast. Only 7.1% of podcasts get 5,000 downloads
per episode, which then equates to how much they are able to profit off of an
episode(J.). Typically podcasters charge $15-$20 per 1,000 downloads when they get
advertisers. This is referred to as cost per thousand, CPM, so if a show has 5,000
downloads per episode, and you charge between the average, you’d make $100 for that
ad. Therefore it is important to keep listeners interested and coming back in order to
make money and stay afloat. Below is a snapshot of the most popular networks and
how much they make based on CPM(J.):
Having an understanding of the podcast industry as a whole allows us to make better
recommendations. Along with understanding the threats of entrants and complimentary
service providers, it is important to run a SWOT analysis. A SWOT analysis allows us to
find the key forces as a podcast business. There are many strengths of podcasts such
as their easy access, the ability to connect with listeners on a personal level, and the
low cost of entry. These are only some of the strengths of podcasts. Upside has been
able to create a name for themselves, and has been called a “Top Business Podcast”,
which is strength they possess. They need to make sure that they capitalize on this
recognition and keep connecting with their local communities. This makes Upside
different from other podcasts. They are also accessible on several platforms which
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allows them to have an increased listener rate possibility. Several weaknesses are also
associated with podcasts. Podcasts can take a lot of time to create and edit them, it can
be difficult to reach your desired target audience, and limited revenues. Although
Upside has had several recognitions from maganizens, they still have weaknesses.
They need to be aware of these so they are able to improve and grow. Podcasts and
podcasters have many opportunities, they can be a great way to partner with other
companies, and opportunity to make a great revenue, as well as a way to sell directly to
customers. Upside could benefit from our city-by-city analysis and its potential
opportunities. Threats that exist are the threat of new entrants, as well as the ease of
substitutions. As described before there are several podcasts that are very similar to
Upside and their goals as a podcast. Understanding the basic industry analysis of the




Upside tasked us with creating a city-by-city analysis that would provide them
potential cities for them to expand into and create more podcasts. Our team believes
that we can build an algorithm that could compare any city to another city and
recommend the better city to invest in. This algorithm will take into consideration
multiple variables, weigh each, and give an output that ranks each city based on all of
the data. It is our goal that Upside will be able to continue to use this algorithm moving
forward to help them with their future endeavors. The algorithm will be able to start with
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a large amount of data and work in steps that would break down the data more and
more each step and provide the best possible cities. As we started to construct our
algorithm, we have decided on three variables to base our algorithm off of. These
variables include, population/growth, demographics, and local economy and media
competition.
Population/Growth:
To begin our city-by-city analysis, we took data from the Census Bureau about
the most populated cities within the United States. We chose to start with looking at
cities that have had the most growth over the last ten years because it shows a growing
community. Cities that are fastly growing show great promise for our research because
it means the community within the city is growing and there is a large amount of new
wealth coming into the city. With all of the new capital coming into the city, it makes for a
high amount in investing which is a great opportunity for Upside to capitalize on. The
data we were able to gather from the Census Bureau included the 788 largest cities in
the United States and the population they had annually from 2010-2019. This raw data
was a great starting point but, we needed to compress the data to fit our research
needs. For example, we deemed our ideal cities to be between a population of 200,000
and 500,000. We believe this range of population is ideal because it is similar to the
population of past cities Upside has worked with. If we were to take into account cities
with a population over 500,000, we would be looking at cities with a high media
presence and Upside is not interested in having major competition within cities. If we
were to take into account cities with a population of less than 200,000, we’d be looking
at cities with a small economy and it would be hard to find a strong audience and turn a
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profit. It is important to note, this is just our starting point for our analysis. Our hope is to
build an algorithm that will take in account population, demographics, and income. As
for now, we do not have the latter information available so we believe sorting the top
growing cities by population will give us the best results.  After sorting our data for cities
between 200,000 and 500,000, we were left with 80 possible cities. With these 80 cities,
we ran analytics to find the cities with the most growth from the past 10 years. Below
are the tables and the results we found:
The table is in descending order with Miami being 10th largest growing and
Frisco City being the highest growing city within our parameters. Frisco City grew by
82,289 residents from 2010-2019 which was roughly a 41% increase in their population.
To make sure we were on the right track, we did further analysis on the city of Frisco to
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confirm that our list is a good representation of cities that we are interested in. Frisco
City is located in the north eastern portion of Texas, 30 miles north of Dallas. In May
2017, the U.S. Census Bureau reported that Frisco City, Texas, was the second-fastest
growing city in the United States. Frisco City’s economy centralizes mostly around their
retail properties with the biggest one being the Dallas Cowboys headquarters. At first
glance, Frisco City shows promise in the retail investment sector that the local listeners
of Frisco would enjoy along with our national followers.
We know Upside has a strong presence in the Midwest region of the United
States so we decided to also run an analysis on cities with populations between
200,000 and 500,000 within the Midwest. Below were our findings:
Cities 2010 Population 2019 Population Population Growth
from 2010-2019
Minneapolis, Minnesota 383,067 429,606
46,539
Kansas City, Missouri 460,697 495,327
34,630
Lincoln, Nebraska 259,455 289,102
29,647
Madison, Wisconsin 233,730 259,680
25,950
St. Paul, Minnesota 285,510 308,096
22,586
Omaha, Nebraska 459,659 478,192
18,533






Des Moines, Iowa 205,032 214,237
9,205
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Wichita, Kansas 382,745 389,938
7,193
Cincinnati, Ohio 296,980 303,940
6,960
Toledo, Ohio 287,065 272,779
(14,286)
Cleveland, Ohio 395,926 381,009
(14,917)
St. Louis, Missouri 319,336 300,576
(18,760)
This list shows 14 cities within the Midwest that meet our criteria. None of these
cities showed any massive swings in population over the past 10 years and all have
remained rather stable. We believe this list also gives us potential cities within the area
that we can expand to more smoothly as it's close to home and Upside has connections
throughout the region. We know Upside has already conducted podcasts within
Cincinnati and Cleveland so we believe this information is accurate and will help us
decide on potential cities to expand into. It is our hope to dive into each city and find out
more about their local economies and potential competition we may have in the area.
With our first run of analytics, we felt confident that we were headed in the right
direction as we have already made a list of potential cities that Upside could expand
their reach into. With our research already conducted, we have a preliminary list of 22
cities that we deem to be potential cities that Upside will find success in. It’s our hope
that with our primary research we will be able to distinguish these cities even more from
each other based on each city's demographics.
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Demographics:
We chose to run analytics on the age demographics of the cities within the
United States to find correlations between the city and the demographics of Upside’s
listeners. The Census is currently compiling this data for the year of 2020. We need to
wait until the Census Bureau finishes their analysis so our data can match up and be
more accurate as the most recent data for age demographics by city was from 2010.
The Census hopes to have this data compiled and completed by December 31, 2020.
We believe that we must wait for this new data to come out to carry forward with our
analysis as using data from 2010 would not be accurate and would provide us false
information. Our plan is to use this data set in our primary research to further our scope
of potential cities for Upside to expand into next.
Local Economy and Media Competition:
We chose to run analytics on the local economy and the competition in the media
market for these cities to further our focus on the best potential cities for Upside to
expand into. We plan to conduct this analysis once we have received the data from the
Census Bureau on the demographics of each city. We will then use the condensed list
of cities and analyze their local economy and average income per household. Cities
with a high average income are more likely to invest and produce a larger chance that
residents will listen to our podcast. We will also perform research on the media
competition within the city. Upside is interested in cities with a small media presence in
the podcast field to avoid competition. It’s our goal that once we are able to obtain this
data that we can filter through each city by their GDP. Cities with higher GDP’s are more
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enticing to Upside as our target audience for listeners are young professionals who
have the capital to invest.
Emerging Business Markets
There has been a shift in the last decade of where a number of venture
capitalists are choosing to invest their money. There is an increased interest in places in
the midwest and smaller major cities across the United States. Costs in places like
Silicon Valley, New York, and Boston. According to Forbes “Median home prices are
$1.1 million in San Francisco, and business costs are 57% higher than in St. Louis and
54% greater than Atlanta.” (Badenhausen). Business costs are getting too expensive in
some of these major cities where a large number of businesses typically invest so they
are shifting away from these cities to cities where it is significantly cheaper to invest and
conduct business. Like the article says business costs in St. Louis are 57% lower than
San Francisco. That is a very big incentive to invest in a city like St. Louis and the
population is around 2,200,000 so it is not a small market either.
St. Louis is not the only growing market where there is a lot of investment taking
place. There are a number of growing cities across the country that have drawn a lot of
interest for various reasons whether it be for the cost of investment, the growing
demographics/population, or any number of reasons. As you can see in the graphic
below the top growing cities are mostly on the east coast or midwest. The top growing
cities according to Forbes are Columbus, St. Louis, Atlanta, Denver, Baltimore,
Cincinnati, Portland, Philadelphia, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Charlotte. Many of the
investors who are investing in these cities want to be able to level the playing field and
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make it possible for anyone anywhere to be able to build on their idea. Columbus was
ranked first as the Ohio capital scored highly for its college presence, low costs for
business and living, increase in venture capital deals, and the high number of funds
launched since 2013. The investments in Columbus startups in 2018 were triple the
total value from 2016. The working-age population in the city has grown 9% over the
past few years compared to many of its midwest rivals. This is all great for Columbus
but these criteria aren’t a blanket for how to define an emerging market. As the graphic
below shows, Columbus is one of several cities spread across the United States with a
growing startup culture. Columbus is just one of many cities though that has had a
sharp rise in venture capital investing in the past few years. Although an increase in
venture capital funding is a good sign there are also plenty of other factors that
determine what cities have been emerging as the top growing business markets in the
United States.
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There are a number of factors that were used to determine these different cities
and why they are becoming such a major hub for investing. In order to find the top rising
cities it is important to take out the top metro areas for venture capital funding over the
past few years. The cities that received the most funding are San Francisco, New York,
Boston, San Jose, Los Angeles, San Diego, Seattle, Chicago, Washington D.C., and
Austin. The drop off in venture capital money between Austin and the next closest,
Atlanta, is $500 million dollars. Forbes compared the 30 largest metro areas, excluding
the 10 listed above, based on 13 metrics related to costs(business and living),
education levels, college presence, entrepreneurship rates, working-age population
growth, and venture capital investments(density, total number, dollar value, and growth).
One of the major advantages these cities have over many of the large venture capital
cities is the cheaper business costs. In Charlotte, ninth in this list of top 10, business
costs for labor, rent, taxes, and energy are 12% below the national average. A lower
cost of business is going to be very attractive to investors looking to invest in a startup
or a growing business. All 10 of the emerging cities discussed in this article have a cost
of doing business at the national average or up to 12% below the national average.
Lower business costs are a major driver and incentive for investors to want to invest in
growing businesses in growing areas as it helps reduce some of the risk. As one can
expect, an increase in investors and capital helps grow economies which helps foster
even more new businesses to grow and develop. This is why these cities are some of
the top emerging cities for business because there has been a rapid increase in capital
and more businesses are opening and existing ones are being given the opportunity to
expand and grow. A lot of these cities also have a large college presence and
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population which is great for growing businesses. It allows for them to hire college
students which do not need to be paid as much as experienced and skilled
professionals. It also allows businesses to recruit and develop young talented
professionals for a lower cost. Another important factor is a growing overall population
in cities. A larger population allows companies to reach more customers and allows
them to grow more through increases in sales if they are able to reach these new
customers. Using the data we found earlier that analyzed a number of cities with rising
populations and comparing it to data we have found about emerging markets there are
a few cities that fall into both categories. Cincinnati, Minneapolis-St. Paul, and St. Louis
has a rising population as well as emerging markets. These markets are quickly
becoming some of the top business markets outside of the usual major cities. With an
increased college population, overall population, lower business costs, and increased
venture capital investment it is clear that these are some of the most emerging markets
across the United States.
Localized Media Business Model
Within the Business Model of a localized media company, there can be multiple
ways to generate revenue for the business. The five different ways to generate revenue
for a localized media company are: Transactional, Subscriptions, Licensing, Content
Marketing, and Advertising.
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Transactions
Through the research that I have been able to conduct, it is clear that a
transactional business model is the simplest of the five. The plan is fairly simple for the
media company. Whatever you create whether it be a graphic or a sound piece, the
company is able to charge whatever they want on the content that they have created. If
a company were to use a Transactional method, it would work best if you have very
definable content that consumers are going to want to purchase such as albums, books,
and songs.
Subscriptions
A subscription type model is a bit different from transactional. Consumers agree
to pay a fee usually on a monthly basis and expect to have content. When consumers
subscribe they agree to subscribe to a variety of platforms rather than a specific piece of
content. Some of the emerging subscription based companies have begun to gain
traction within the media industry. Companies such Netflix and Hulu continue to draw in
more and more consumers as they offer a wider range of content such as podcasts,
movies, and tv shows. As consumers continue to pay a monthly subscription to the
company, they expect to continue to have a positive overall experience.
Licensing:
This form of business modeling is for the media companies that simply want to
create content and then license the rights of the content to other media companies to
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promote and distribute. This was the traditional method of business models for media
companies back in the day since there was no Internet. With the emergence of the
Internet in the past few decades localized media companies have been able to promote
and distribute their own content without licensing the rights to other companies. If a
media company does choose to license their content to other media companies, they
can usually choose two ways to be funded. The first way would be to receive the funds
in a bulk sum from the media company. The second, and most popular option would be
to receive a portion of all the sales generated from the content created. This is often
referred to as collecting royalties.
Content Marketing
Content Marketing has become very relevant in the last few decades. Simply put,
Content Marketing is using content as a tool to market some other product or service
from which you make money. Content marketing is very prevalent within social
influencers. They simply market their own brand and generate cash from their notability
that comes with social media.
Good examples of Content Marketing are demonstrated through companies such
as Red Bull and GoPro. Oftentimes within these companies they will promote videos
and advertisements using their products. For example, one of the key factors in GoPro’s
marketing business is the use of their product. They advertise adventurous looking films
with their state of the art cameras that give the consumer an understanding of what it
would be like to to own GoPro’s product. This type of marketing attracts the consumer
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to buy into their product because of the example that is shown throughout the
advertisement.
A common content marketing model for localized media companies is the use of
IP from the content to utilize e-commerce. One common way to utilize e-commerce is
through the sale of merchandise. A localized media group will often use the sale of
merchandise to generate more sales for the company, thus extending the company's
reach in terms of marketing.
Advertising
Advertising is the most traditional of all types of business models. It is fairly
simple to understand and comprehend. While creating and distributing the content that
was created the media company can have advertisements at the beginning, middle, and
end of the content. This is able to generate a lot of revenue for the media company.
Generally, the advertisements are priced per 1,000 listeners to each episode.
Transition to Primary Research
Ultimately, our goal is to gain an appropriate understanding of the data compiled
through our secondary research, so that we can utilize this in our transition to primary
research. Our primary research will be used to answer any of the questions that weren’t
answered through our secondary research. As we transition to our primary research, the
team will look to utilize Kevin Smith within The University of Akron College of Business
Administration to gain an understanding of the podcast industry. Moving forward, our
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team will construct detailed interviews in order to ensure that our primary research is
accurate and of use.
Introduction to Primary Research
As part of our Honors Project, we have been given the task to work with Upside,
a podcast company about emerging business. Upside was founded by two dedicated
entrepreneurs, Jay and Eric, that are looking to saturate the country with localized
emerging markets content. After many trials and errors, Upside has expanded its
podcast network regionally and looks to gain national momentum. Our team is tasked
with the expectation to gain an understanding of the podcast industry and the model it
takes to build a successful localized media company. After conducting our secondary
research in the fall semester, we have compiled key data that we have carried forward
into our primary research this semester. Within our secondary research, we conducted a
city-by-city analysis. Our main task from Upside was to find potential cities that would be
viable options for them to expand into. To begin to answer this question, we used our
secondary research to narrow our focus on cities. We used various sources of
information, including the Census Bureau, to find cities that are in and around the
midwest region of the United States, a large population of young professionals that fit
our target audience and have been growing in population over the past ten years. We
believe this will allow us the best opportunity to find cities that would be a good fit to
partner with Upside while also offering an opportunity to expand their audience.
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Using all of this data, we were able to come up with a list of ten possible cities for
Upside to take a look into. These cities included: Frisco, Texas, Durham, North Carolina,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Des Moines, Iowa, Fort Wayne, Indiana, St. Paul, Minnesota,
Madison, Wisconsin, St. Louis, Missouri, Tampa, Florida, and Orlando Florida. As
specified by Upside themselves, they primarily work in the midwest region of the United
States. We decided to take Tampa and Orlando off the list of top cities due to this
geographical challenge. This then left us with eight cities that you can see in the graphic
below.
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These eight cities were our main focal point for this semester’s primary research.
Throughout our research, we drilled down on each city to learn more about each city’s
community and emerging businesses. Using our research conducted last semester
combined with our findings from this semester will leave us with a couple cities that we
feel confident in that if partnered with, would be a success for Upside.
Primary Research Outline and Overall Goals
Throughout the semester, our team wanted to prioritize several key things that
we believed would ultimately contribute to the overall success of this project. First, we
wanted to promote efficient communication within our team so that we can remain up to
date with each other's findings as to create an effective presentation for Upside. Having
effective team chemistry was a focal point for us as a team. We made sure to not only
work on the project together, but also get to know each other outside of the project. This
allowed for an open line of communication where no one was too afraid to speak their
mind as we are all friends and everyone’s voice will be heard. Last semester, we were
able to narrow down our prospective cities to ten which we then narrowed down to
eight. Our plan from the beginning was to divide and conquer. We made sure to each
pick two cities to conduct our primary research on. After allocating two cities to each
group member, we constructed an email template, and picked prominent start up
companies and politicians within the city to answer a few questions about a possible
podcast.
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To pick these prominent companies we used a database called Mergent Intellect.
Mergent Intellect is a database found in The University of Akron’s library database and
has been an immense help for us in our endeavors. This database allowed us to search
for businesses within our prospective cities. We were able to see all of the businesses
located within the city and valuable information about each business that helped us
along with our analysis. This information included the type of business, date
incorporated, total revenue, and contact information. We used Mergent Intellect to
search for businesses making between one million and ten million as to try and narrow
in on successful startup businesses. We then picked a handful of these businesses for
each city and then began to reach out to them. We asked a wide variety of questions
concerning the industry they’re in and why the company chose to be headquartered in
the specific city. Our ultimate goal with these questions was to understand what drew
these particular companies to that city and whether or not they would be interested in
listening to a podcast pertaining to start up culture within the city. Overall, we believe
that we constructed a well thought out Primary Research Outline that helped us to meet
our goals and deadlines, all while ultimately helping us to provide recommendations for
Upside.
Road Barriers and Solutions
Our group faced several challenges throughout the semester in our efforts to
learn more about our target cities in order to figure out which city or cities would work
best for Upside to expand into. Our goal for this semester was to gather more
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information about our target cities directly from the city itself. However, we also wanted
to put together a focus group in order to gather more information about the podcast
habits from college students. That is where the pandemic began playing its part in
hindering our ability to conduct the primary research we wanted and felt would be best
for this project. We felt that being able to conduct research among college students in
order to gain more insight into podcasts as related to this group of people would be very
beneficial to us and would allow us to provide better recommendations to Upside. We
found through our secondary research that there is a scarcity of data when it comes to
podcasts as it is a fairly new industry, only being created in the past 20 years. We
discovered that nearly half of all podcast listeners are between 12-34. As college
students are almost right in the middle of this age group we believed they would be a
good fit to interview and talk to. We know that focus groups have been used
successfully in the past for other honors groups when conducting their research,
however with the global pandemic continuing to rage on it did not make sense for us to
put together a focus group for our research. This prevented us from gaining valuable
insight into podcasting habits of one of the largest age groups of listeners as well as
learning more about whether they would consider listening to a podcast similar to
something like what Upside creates. Colleges are a large part of how we chose the
cities that we did for target cities as all or most have some college presence within them
that makes them ideal targets for startups and emerging businesses alike. Due to the
fact that we were unable to prepare a focus group we had to pivot our project plan and
so we decided to contact businesses and public officials within our target cities in order
to learn more about the city and understand the city better in order to determine which
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would be the best for Upside to expand into. In order to learn more about the target
cities we prepared a list of questions that we sent to various companies and a separate
list for public officials. For businesses we wanted to find out more information about
their business and what they do, whether or not they believed that their business had
the potential for future growth within their city, what has made their business successful
in their city, how well they felt their business was connected to their city, what major
advantages their company had over their competitors, and if they would consider
listening to a podcast regarding businesses in their city. For political officials we wanted
to learn more about the demographics in their city/area, why they believe a company
should choose to start/expand their business within their city, why they feel people enjoy
living in their city, and if they believe their citizens feel connected to their city. This is
where we encountered the main roadblock for our primary research this semester.
Since we were looking at cities for Upside to expand into we had to conduct research
regarding cities that were quite far away from us here in Akron, Ohio. In order to solve
this, we emailed as many companies that we believed would work for our primary
research and public officials in our target cities. If we were unable to hear back from
those we emailed, we then tried calling them or trying to set up a call. However, even
with both measures, we were often unsuccessful in hearing back from the companies
and public officials that we reached out to. This made it much harder to be able to
conduct the primary research we needed in order to help determine which of our target
cities would be best for Upside to expand into. We were able to hear back from a few
companies in various cities and were able to contact a few companies in a couple of
target cities through connections we had in those cities. Using our secondary research
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combined with the data we were able to gather from the companies we had a chance to
talk to, we were able to ultimately conclude which city or cities that we felt were best for
Upside to expand into.
City Analysis
Fort Wayne, Indiana
When looking at the Fort Wayne area, it is evident that there is a lot of room for
potential growth. The city has seen remarkably steady growth in population over the
past six years. As Indiana’s second-largest city in terms of population, it added just
under 1,700 citizens to bring its total population to 264,000 people. Fort Wayne
continues to add jobs for the average citizen of the city and attracts many businesses
that are looking to get their feet wet. As a team, we were able to make connections with
some of the prominent business associates of Fort Wayne. In particular, our
communication with Kevin Richards really stood out from the rest. As the Senior Vice
President of Marketing at Master Spas, Kevin has lived in Fort Wayne for the entirety of
his life. He marveled at the growth he has seen from the city of Fort Wayne. Master
Spas is currently celebrating its 25th anniversary this year. They offer a global network
of retailers that sell their products. According to Kevin, “Master Spas is the largest 100%
U.S. based hot tub manufacturer in their industry and the world’s largest manufacturer
of swim spas.” When asked about the factors that prompted Master Spas to choose Fort
Wayne, Kevin made sure to reiterate that the company was extremely attracted to the
large labor pool that Fort Wayne had to offer along with the fact that Indiana is overall a
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very friendly state towards manufacturing. Kevin also stated, “Our CEO had previously
worked for a pool/hot tub manufacturer in Fort Wayne and the hot tub segment of the
company came up for sale, so he put together an investment group to purchase it.”
Ultimately, these factors show that Fort Wayne promotes an environment of growth for
start-up companies. Master Spas started 25 years ago and has seen their business
grow to over 1,000 employees due to the excellent labor pool that Fort Wayne has to
offer. We believe that Fort Wayne fosters the exact environment that Upside is looking
for. Kevin Richards also stated that “Indiana is a manufacturing-friendly state and
partners well with companies that want to grow.” Indiana also allows them to quickly
ship products either east or west. This is just one of many reasons why Master Spas
has benefited from the perks that Fort Wayne offers. Master Spas also has great
connections within the community. They have always prioritized treating their employees
like family and they want to enrich each of their lives. Through various charitable
donations, Master Spas fosters a great environment that prioritizes its employees and
the community. Overall, Kevin Richards spoke very highly of Fort Wayne. He believes
that the city promotes a great environment for start-up companies and was intrigued by
the idea of listening to a podcast centered around the idea of startup and business
culture within a specific city.
Durham, North Carolina
Durham, North Carolina is located just east of Charlotte and is the third-largest
city within the state of North Carolina. In the last few years, their population has grown
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to just over 575,000 people and has a median household income of $63,520. Business
has also flourished within the city in the last couple of years. The city has accumulated
over $41.5 billion in Gross Metro Product. Durham is also one of the vertices of the
Research Triangle Park which is one of the most prominent high-tech research and
development centers in the US. With these research centers being prevalent in the
area, this gives way for start-up companies to grow. Also, with The University of North
Carolina and Duke University being in the area, a lot of these potential companies can
get a head start thanks to the highly educated labor coming out of those universities.
Our research also indicates that many of the 18-23-year-olds attending those
universities would be interested in a podcast that is concerning start-up culture within
the area. We have found through our various forms of secondary research that many of
those college-aged kids would definitely be intrigued by the idea of what Upside brings
to the table as a podcast. Overall, we believe that Durham, North Carolina would be a
good fit for Upside should they decide to expand there.
St. Louis, Missouri
In terms of the cities we have looked at for potential expansion for Upside, we
believe St. Louis is one of the best options for Upside. The population of St. Louis falls
within the targeted size that we feel would best suit what Upside is looking for. Our goal
for cities was to have a younger population with a large population between 20-39, as
we believe this population group to be beneficial to a business like Upside as this is one
of the largest groups of podcast listeners. We also believe the population size is large
enough to allow them to succeed and potentially expand further within the city and also
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is not too large that they face the potential for competition that could drive them out of
the city. With a population of roughly around 308,000 in 2019, St, Louis fits right within
what we believe to be the ideal population size range. The population has decreased by
about 11,000 over the past ten years but there are still a number of factors that make St.
Louis a great opportunity for businesses to expand into. As we discovered in our
secondary research there has been a growing trend in the world of business, and more
specifically startups, where companies are starting to move to, and invest more in,
midwestern and other smaller but growing cities. The costs of doing business in places
like New York, Boston, and Silicon Valley are getting increasingly higher in recent years
and so companies have realized that there is a huge potential for growth and value in
many midwest cities and other smaller-sized cities relatively. In order to learn even more
about the city and get a better understanding of whether or not this city would be a good
fit for Upside, we were able to speak to the CEO of Electrical Components International,
Dave Webster. ECI was founded in the 1950s and is currently headquartered in St.
Louis. They have approximately 24,000 associates worldwide. ECI has 35
manufacturing facilities, 19 distribution centers, and sales and engineering offices
located in North America, South America, Asia, Europe, and Africa. ECI is the leading
global manufacturer and marketer of wire harnesses and provider of value-added
assembly services for the home appliance industry and is a leading provider of wire
harnesses to a diverse range of end-markets. ECI has over 500 customers globally and
its products can be found in a wide variety of electronic and electro-mechanical
applications, including home appliances, agriculture and construction, heating,
ventilation and air conditioning, specialty transportation, automotive, commercial
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appliance, and commercial electronics. ECI originally chose St. Louis as their
headquarters in the early ’90s due to its central location within the United States. This
has allowed them to easily serve their customers and reach new customers across the
entire country. We asked Dave whether he believes that there are still opportunities for
growth for ECI within St. Louis. He told us that their headquarters have steadily grown
and is expected to continue to grow in the future as ECI has grown its revenue base
and expanded globally. ECI has remained in St. Louis for almost three decades
because they have seen the benefits the city has provided for their business and have
continued to invest and expand their headquarters within the city to have an even
stronger presence within the city and a stronger connection to the city. Our secondary
research found a number of beneficial aspects to St. Louis that were reinforced through
our discussion with Dave Webster. As we discussed previously many companies have
begun moving to growing cities in the midwest and other smaller cities throughout the
country due to the significantly lower costs of doing business as compared to
traditionally major business markets, such as New York and San Francisco. The cost of
doing business is approximately 57% higher in San Francisco than it is in St. Louis. The
median home price is also significantly higher in San Francisco than it is in St. Louis. In
San Francisco, the median home price is approximately $1.1 million as compared to
around $146,000 in St. Louis. These lower business costs have allowed ECI to expand
their business quite a lot over the past 30 years and kept them competitive and allowed
them to become the top company in their industry. Dave spoke with us about how the
professional workforce in St. Louis has helped his company a lot as well. The workforce
in St. Louis is very stable and cost-competitive which allows for companies to always
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have reliable and talented employees at a competitive rate as compared to other
business markets. These factors make St. Louis a very attractive business market for
new businesses and startups, as well as current businesses in the market and
businesses looking to enter into the market. With a lower cost of doing business, an
affordable housing market, and a strong workforce it is no wonder that startups and
other businesses have been investing in St. Louis in recent years. With the housing
market being very affordable it also makes it easier to attract talent from outside of St.
Louis and further bolster the workforce within the city. St. Louis is a very strong business
market overall and has been emerging quickly within the past few years as a really
strong target for investors and businesses alike. The population age of St. Louis is also
very beneficial as around 35% of the population is between 20-39, which would allow
Upside to build a strong user base to start from. Overall, I believe that St. Louis is a very
strong market for emerging businesses and startups and thus would be a good market
for Upside to expand into and build a presence within.
St. Paul, Minnesota
St. Paul has had the leading population growth, with a 9.8% growth within the
state of Minnesota. The growth has greatly increased within the suburban and urban
areas, which has led to a growth in start-ups. The start-ups within Minnesota have been
receiving grants through the Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic
Development, which has allowed them to grow and succeed within the environment.
Our group was able to reach out to companies to better understand why St. Paul would
be a potential area to operate a business. We were able to learn more about the city
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through the company Exeter, which is a real estate company based in the Twin Cities.
They have years of experience with ground-up development and extensive planning, as
well as design, neighborhood input, and entitlement efforts. They are a family owned
business who have primarily focused on real estate development and management.
Exeter has been located in St. Paul since the 1990s when Founder & Senior Principal
James A. Stolpestad started the business, encouraged by his grandfather who worked
in real estate. Their success is driven from their many connections with the businesses
and political leadership within the east metro area of St. Paul. Many other “old family”
lines similar to Stolpestad, invest in Exeter, allowing them to be successful in their
prospective areas of growth. They have many projects going on within St. Paul
currently, as their main focus is repositioning existing buildings for new uses, which
typically utilizes historic rehabilitation. St. Paul takes pride in the history of their city,
which is why Exeter puts a lot of focus into utilizing historical buildings and renovating
them for more purposeful uses. Overall, there is potential for growth within St. Paul, as
they are a growing suburban population that invests heavily in their current start ups.
Frisco, Texas
Frisco, Texas was on the list of top cities in the US that we believed could
potentially be a good location for Upside to expand into. Frisco has been named the
number one place to live and is the fastest growing city within the US, with around 37
new residents moving in daily. There are many resources available to aid startups in
Frisco. An example is the company Inspire, which creates an intentional collision of
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entrepreneurs, mentors, investors and ideas to facilitate explosive growth in the
innovation economy in Frisco. Inspire is able to help startups start on the right foot and
be successful in the end. Inspire works with the University of North Texas to aid startups
with the correct resources. This partnership could help the podcast succeed as many
students graduate with a degree in entrepreneurship. Also we found that a majority of
podcast listeners are college aged, which could increase the listening rates for
Upside. Within Frisco there are many resources available for entrepreneurs and
startups similar to Upside. The population growth, startup culture and resources
available is why we believe that Frisco could be a possible location for Upside to look
into.
Des Moines, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa was another one of our cities that came up in our city-by-city
analysis. While conducting our secondary research, the city of Des Moines has shown
consistent growth in population in the past ten years. According to the Business Record,
the Des Moines metropolitan area has grown by 15% since 2010 making it one of the
fastest growing areas in the MidWest. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to receive any
feedback from current residents from Des Moines. We knew it was a possibility that we
weren’t going to hear back from companies and officials so we had to go elsewhere to
gather our data. Des Moines, Iowa, has a total population of According to the Census
Reporter in 2019, the median age in Des Moines, Iowa is 34.2 with about a third of the
population being within the age range of 20-39. This is great for Upside because Des
Moines supports a large population in their target age range. Another positive factor
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about the city of Des Moines is that it’s home to The University of Iowa. The University
of Iowa is home to over 31,000 students with roughly 3,000 students enrolled in their
business school. We believe there is a great opportunity for a partnership between
Iowa’s, Tippie College of Business and Upside. Upside could form a similar partnership
to the partnership they currently have with The University of Akron. This partnership
would allow for Upside to learn more about their business and potential growth
opportunities. The Tippie College of Business has successfully partnered with
companies in the past including John Deere and Table to Table. It is very easy to reach
out to the Tippie College of Business about a possible partnership which we believe
could be very beneficial for Upside.
Madison, Wisconsin
One of the last cities we looked at was Madison, Wisconsin. As part of the
growing theme among most of our cities on our targeted city list, Madison has seen
steady growth over the past 10 years. Its population has grown by about 25,000 people
from 234,000 to about 259,000 since 2010. We were, unfortunately, unable to hear back
from any of the companies and public officials that we had contacted over the past few
months in Madison. In order to solve this problem, we had to look elsewhere to find
more information about the city itself and about the demographics of Madison in order to
determine if it would be a good fit for Upside to expand into. To gather this data we used
the resources of Census Reporter to gather the most recent data about the
demographics of Madison in 2019. The median age in Madison is 31.7 years old which
is right in the middle of the targeted age range for Upside which is around 20-39. About
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41% of the population of Madison is between the ages of 20-39 so Upside would have a
large pool of potential listeners were they to begin operating within the city. Another
aspect that could make it an ideal candidate for Upside is the presence of the University
of Wisconsin. With a student population of around 33,456, the workforce within the city
is able to hire fresh graduates and gain a lot of talent for their workforce. This talent
helps to foster a strong startup culture and emerging business market within the city as
businesses do not have to look far for good candidates. The growing business market,
the student population, and the population demographics would make it a potentially
quality candidate for Upside to expand into, however, without more firsthand information
regarding the city, we began looking at other cities that might be better for Upside and
their long term goals for their business.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Our last city in our prospective list is Grand Rapids, Michigan. Similar to all other
cities on our prospective list, Grand Rapids has seen steady growth in population over
the past ten years. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to receive any feedback from current
residents from the city of Grand Rapids. We knew it was a possibility that we weren’t
going to hear back from companies and officials so we had to go elsewhere to gather
our data. To find the age demographics for the city of Grand Rapids, we used the
resources of the Census Reporter to give us the most accurate up-to-date information.
In 2019, the median age in Grand Rapids was 31.4 with 38% of the population being
between the ages of 20 and 39. This is ideal for Upside as we know Grand Rapids
boasts a strong population in Upside’s targeted age range. Grand Rapids has a strong
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community and is home to many start-ups. Grand Rapids’ main new outlet, Grand
Rapids Business Journal, has its own blog that focuses primarily on startups and
emerging businesses within the community. This blog is updated multiple times a week
and covers and changes to existing businesses or highlights any new startups within the
area. This shows the community is already interested in local start-up businesses and
would be interested in listening to a podcast about emerging businesses within their city.
Similar to some of our previous cities in our prospective list, Grand Rapids is roughly 20
miles away from Grand Valley State University. Grand Valley State University had a total
enrollment of roughly 24,000 in the fall of 2019. Upside could form a similar partnership
to the partnership they currently have with The University of Akron. This partnership
would allow Upside to learn more about their business and potential growth
opportunities.
Key Findings and Recommendations
Throughout our semester, our team was able to conduct primary research on 8
cities within the United States. The 8 cities we conducted our research on were:
Durham, Frisco, St. Louis, Fort Wayne, St. Paul, Des Moines, Grand Rapids, Madison.
With Durham, North Carolina we concluded that their population has significantly
increased within the last five years. Durham is also home to Duke University, which
would offer a great breeding ground for potential listeners of the podcast. Next, our
Frisco, Texas primary research allowed us to conclude that it is the fastest-growing city
within the US and is consistently near the top of places to live/work. Our primary
research also indicated that Des Moines and St. Paul were very similar cities in terms of
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promoting a productive environment for start-up companies. They have both seen
dramatic growth in their population. These increases in the overall population can
positively impact a start-up company as they have more of an audience to target. Grand
Rapids and Madison were also very similar to the cities talked about before but as a
team, we ultimately made our decision to recommend the cities of Fort Wayne and St.
Louis to our partners at Upside F.M. We felt that both of these cities fostered great
environments for future startup growth and ultimately had an audience of listeners that
would be interested in what Upside has to offer. Based on our primary research, Fort
Wayne offers a great environment for startup companies. Its economy has continued to
grow within recent years along with its overall population. These increases in growth will
ultimately lead to an increase in startup companies as the environment that is promoted
by Fort Wayne allows these companies to grow at a faster rate. As mentioned before,
Kevin Richards, VP of Marketing at Master Spas, spoke on the excellent labor pool that
Fort Wayne has to offer. His company started with a small number of employees and
has now grown to over 1,000. This growth demonstrates the success that can come
from a startup company interested in the Fort Wayne area. Like Fort Wayne, our team
also decided to recommend the city of St. Louis as a potential location to expand to for
our partners at Upside. St. Louis offered amazing opportunities for potential growth due
to its population growth. Overall, as a team, we believe that these cities will offer the
best opportunities for Upside in terms of growth. With the increase in the younger
population and the excellent labor pools that Fort Wayne and St. Louis offer, we project
to see an increase in startup companies looking to grow within these cities. When
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conducting our primary research in these cities too, we received very positive feedback
for a possible podcast that is based on the business growth within their cities.
Conclusion
As part of our Honors Research Project, as a team, we were tasked to work with
a podcast company called Upside, based out of Columbus, Ohio. Upside is operated by
two dedicated entrepreneurs, Eric and Jay, looking to find the upside outside of silicon
valley and find early-stage founders in expanding cities. In each of their episodes, they
interview venture capitalists, community builders, and later-stage founders as if they
were going to be angel investors. As a new business venture, they have been looking to
expand into up-and-coming cities outside of Columbus, Ohio. Through our secondary
and primary research, our team was able to find more information regarding podcasts
and the best locations for Upside to expand into.
Our team initially started the project off by conducting our secondary research.
Based on all the information we gathered, we determined that there were eight cities we
deemed best for Upside to potentially expand into, due to their growing start-up culture.
It was difficult at points to find information regarding podcasts as it is a fairly new
industry. Despite the limited resources about podcasting and podcasts, we started to
conduct primary research.
As a group, we determined that the best way to conduct primary research was
through reaching out to business and corporation owners from our top eight cities. We
emailed several businesses in each city to better understand why the city would be a
good area for startups, as well as why they are currently based there. Through several
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emails and questionnaires, we were able to settle on two cities for Upside to potentially
work in.
Through the road barriers, our team, No Downsides, were able to obtain key
information on several cities with a growing start-up culture. From the interviews with
city officials and business owners, we determined that St. Louis and Fort Wayne would
be the best cities for Upside to look into and potentially have a podcast in. Both of these
cities promote great environments for future growth of startups ultimately have an
audience of listeners that would be interested in what Upside has to offer.
Overall, throughout this project, we as a team have gained knowledge regarding
podcasts and start up businesses. We hope as a team we were able to help Upside find
potential cities to expand into as well as inform them more about the podcast industry.
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